Aaron Gabriel
Resource Center Santa Fe
Sales/Studio Instructor
Since 2016

Briefly describe your job at Bullseye:
Sales floor associate—selling material and answering questions. Studio
instructor—teach classes, TA for instructors, maintain the studio.
Briefly describe your creative background: BFA in sculpture: metals,
ceramic, glass.
What other memorable jobs did you have before Bullseye? Sales rep for
Rabbit Hole Brewing.
A little something about your artwork: I’ve always been fascinated with
geometrics. Currently, I’m interested in murrine and wanted to combine
that with casting. I’ve also been dabbling with lighting and electronics
and wanted to put some of that into the piece.

SiO (Solidified Energy)
Non-Functional
Glass, resin, LEDs, wood, compression mold
$600

Ally Burch
Research and Education
Instructor/Technician
Since 2019

Briefly describe your job at Bullseye:
Teach and develop classes.
Briefly describe your creative background:
Emerging Artist in Residence, Pilchuck Glass School, Master of Fine Art
in Glass, Ball State University, Bachelor of Fine Art in Sculpture and
Photography, University of Wisconsin.
What other memorable jobs did you have before Bullseye?
Assistant Preparator at the David Owsley Museum and Counselor for Her
Majesty’s Young Offenders Institution.
Three things that inspire you (in art or in life):
1. History
2. Dogs
3. Whiskey

Harrow
Non-Functional
Press mold cast glass, lamp-worked glass, wood, soil
NFS

Andre Buenacosa
Sales
Regional Sales Representative
Since 2017

Briefly describe your job at Bullseye:
I’m the kid with the lemonade stand, but the cups are full of glass (at a
great price).
Briefly describe your creative background:
I once played Picasso in an elementary school play.
What other memorable jobs did you have before Bullseye?
Cater waiter to C-List British soap stars and pretending to know them.
A little something about your artwork:
So, I had this idea of a William Morris wallpaper layering idea, but I am
afraid it looks like an altar. But hey, look, there’s some birds and fruit.
Three things that inspire you (in art or in life):
1. Toni Collette’s face in Hereditary
2. Mariah Carey’s effort in dancing
3. Werner Herzog describing things

Desolation
Non-Functional
Coloring paint, sheet glass, decal
$850

Andy Gray
Research and Education
Fabricator
Since 2018

Briefly describe your job at Bullseye:
I use the glass that Bullseye makes to make other things.
Briefly describe your creative background:
I took a glass blowing class on a whim in college and have not stopped
messing around with glass since.
What other memorable jobs did you have before Bullseye?
Sewing and slinging bowties for a bowtie company.
Three things that inspire you (in art or in life):
1. Pizza rolls
2. Sunsets
3. Rocks

Untitled
Non-Functional
$1957

Andy Sterling
Production
Caster
Since 2014

Briefly describe your job at Bullseye:
Mostly running, flipping, folding, mixing, drizzling, and tossing lava.
Briefly describe your creative background:
Rhythm.
What other memorable jobs did you have before Bullseye?
Touring musician, bookkeeper for a non-profit, Artichoke Music where I
first met Greg Gabel, drumming for dance battles.
A little something about your artwork:
This piece is a part of a series exploring rhythm and movement in color.
Three things that inspire you (in art or in life):
1. Animals
2. Accidental beauty
3. Silence

Ilú 1
Functional
Kilncast glass
NFS

Anton Hauptmann
Sales
Sales Salekjgdfkjkjfds
Since 2017

Briefly describe your job at Bullseye:
I sell glass to middle America.
Briefly describe your creative background:
Winging it
What other memorable jobs did you have before Bullseye?
An aggressively mediocre cater waiter to B-list British soap opera stars.
A little something about your artwork:
What’s your fantasy? Lucha Libre star.
Three things that inspire you (in art or in life):
1. Live on a house boat
2. Race the Dakar Rally on a motorcycle
3. Go to outer space and live my Sigourney

Image Redacted
Non-functional
Sheet glass, confetti, screen
$500

Bonnie Celeste
Research and Education
Instructor/Technician
Since 1999

Briefly describe your job at Bullseye:
I teach classes and assist some of the visiting instructors. I’m also part of
the online education team. There’s really so much more…
A little something about your artwork:
These pieces were part of a celebratory dinner event at Ataula, with Chef
José Chesa. Chef Albert Adrià of Barcelona was the guest of honor.
Photo credit: James Pici—P.S. This was major!

Four Courses
Functional
Kilnformed and coldworked glass
River Rock plinth: 1 at $60, 4 at $200
Streaky plate: 1 at $60, 4 at $200
Silver bowl: 1 at $90, 4 at $320
Opaline plate: 1 at $80, 4 at $280
One of each: $260

Bryce Gaspard
Resource Center Bay Area
Manager
Since 2015

Briefly describe your job at Bullseye:
I manage a great group of people, each of us enthusiastic about teaching
and inspiring the Bay (and beyond) about Bullseye.
Briefly describe your creative background:
I studied dark room photography in school, focused on process.
What other memorable jobs did you have before Bullseye?
Lifeguard and swimming lessons instructor.
A little something about your artwork:
My initial inspiration for this piece was to explore adding and taking away
layers with a variety of techniques. I started with a top layer of silver foil,
likening it to silver gelatin dark room prints.
Three things that inspire you (in art or in life):
1. Shadows
2. Water
3. A deadline

Aerial bowl I & Aerial bowl II
Functional
Silver foil, rayzist film, fusible laser printer decal paper
$200 per bowl

Corey Granados
Samples/Tekta
Square Stacker
Since 2018

Briefly describe your job at Bullseye:
Glass librarian/spreading jellied fire.
Briefly describe your creative background:
Grinding the stone in various mediums.
A little something about your artwork:
Ants in an underground network of interconnected tunnels have built the
largest structure of any single species. The amount of earth excavated is
estimated to be equivalent to 44,000 Giza pyramids. Like insects writhing
around on top of each other, machines and their begetters move over the
face of a rock turning over in the darkness. The height of advancement
becomes yesterday’s rusted wheel. Buried, dug up, and buried again. Still,
the opposable thumb can’t seem to squeeze hard enough. We may as well
just be moving sand. The silicon chip still crumbles beneath the hammer.

30 Lashes with a Wet Noodle
Non-Functional
Hand-cast glass, wood
NFS

Devon Willis
Sales
Sales Development Representative
Since 2010

Briefly describe your job at Bullseye:
Seeking out and developing new markets.
Briefly describe your creative background:
I’ve always tried to emulate my extremely creative and talented mother.
I only ever dabbled, but Bullseye has given me a medium that I love to
create with and enough inspiration and knowledge so that I will never get
bored exploring its potential.
What other memorable jobs did you have before Bullseye?
So many jobs before I found my unexpected niche.
A little something about your artwork:
Sir Camelot, Lord of all he Surveys,
Atop his perch he does Convey
A mighty Stature, and although small,
His haughty Gaze will quell them all.
Three things that inspire you (in art or in life):
1. Chemistry
2. Yayoi Kusama
3. Lizzo

Sir Camelot: Lord of All He Surveys
Non-Functional
Glass, powder printing
NFS

Dijenaire 7razier
Resource Center Portland
Sales Associate
Since 2014

Briefly describe your job at Bullseye:
Slanging glass full-time. Helping artists create part-time.
Briefly describe your creative background:
I’ve been creating since the CREATOR created me! Blessed! 777.
What other memorable jobs did you have before Bullseye?
Barber, fitness trainer, and men’s furnishings at Nordstrom.
A little something about your artwork:
What truly inspires me to do what I enjoy doing is failures. There’s
something about failing that puts this fire in me to overcome any challenge.
Three things that inspire you (in art or in life):
1. Money
2. Success
3. Peace of mind

Glass Rings by DijenaireCrijuan777
Functional
Glass
$125 per ring

Geraldine Sandberg
Sales
Sales Associate
Since 2004

Briefly describe your job at Bullseye:
Make sure the glass finds a good home.
Briefly describe your creative background:
My godfather gave me a box of about 100 colored pencils one year for
xmas. I was very young. This was one of the most memorable gifts I have
had, and it definitely started a lifelong love for colors and other creative
endeavors of all kinds.
What other memorable jobs did you have before Bullseye?
I worked as a bartender in Oxford where I learned the courage to drop the
French and sound like a fool.
A little something about your artwork:
I enjoy working with frit, usually in smaller format. I tried to create a soft
and bright object using the same technique, but supersized.
Three things that inspire you (in art or in life):
1. Traveling and seeing how people live their daily lives
2. Colors, textures, and shapes noticed in nature, culinary arts
3. Fashion, textiles, etc.

Lil’ Basket
$80

Grace McConville
Quality Control
QC1
Since 2018

Briefly describe your job at Bullseye:
Cut sheets to size and inspect the glass for any imperfections.
Briefly describe your creative background:
I don’t have a long list of creative endeavors, but I enjoy drawing
and painting.
What other memorable jobs did you have before Bullseye?
I got to work at a large hardware store back home and was able to come
up with creative solutions to customers’ unique issues.
A little something about your artwork:
In this piece we tried a couple of new techniques including using a
terracotta pot to achieve the swirl in the middle.
Three things that inspire you (in art or in life):
1. Nature
2. Family
3. Every iteration of the Real Housewives franchise

Two Blue
Non-Functional
Glass, terracotta pot
Collaborator: Sean Cox
NFS

Grahm Depouw
Production
Caster
Since 2015

Briefly describe your job at Bullseye:
Gather, cast, flip, push, pull, catch, carry, deliver, reheat, roll, and repeat.
Briefly describe your creative background:
Built a giant wooden troll for Disney once.
What other memorable jobs did you have before Bullseye?
Spice collector in India.
A little something about your artwork:
The human who comes back through the door in the wall will never be
quite the same as the one who went out. They will be wiser, but less sure,
happier but less self-satisfied, humbler in acknowledging their ignorance,
yet better equipped to understand the relationship of words to the things,
systematic reasoning to our unfathomable mystery which we try forever,
vainly, to comprehend.
Three things that inspire you (in art or in life):
1. Luna the High Priestess
2. Skeletal forms and anatomy
3. Dinosaurs and their descendants

Marrow on the Mind, Plasma Down the Drain
Non-Functional
Glass, wood, steel
$1000

Greg Gabel
Production
Production Floor Manager
Since 1982

Briefly describe your job at Bullseye:
Having the privilege to work with some of the world’s finest craftspeople.
Overseeing: sheet glass production, rod, stringer, and ribbon production.
In house recycling and material handling.
Briefly describe your creative background:
I was in college and my brother started painting. I said “you don’t paint”
and he said, “I do now.” Not long after that I started painting. Then one
day he brought a guitar home. I said “you don’t play guitar” and he said “I
do now.” Not long after that I bought a guitar.
What other memorable jobs did you have before Bullseye?
Paperboy, lumber company, construction, carpet cleaning, restoring
sailboats, packaging software, and this other place that I like to call…the
Maxi-Pad factory.
A little something about your artwork:
I enjoy combining contradictory mediums. Glass: temperamental, moody,
opinionated, but easy on the eyes. Never leaves the house without some
primping. Steel: reasonably open-minded if you talk nice to her, strong, yet
somewhat shy, eager to please. Will wear sweatpants on a plane.

Mangrove Table
Functional
Kilncast glass, hand forged steel
$2300

Hanmi Meyer
Marketing
Photographer/Videographer
Since 2018

Briefly describe your job at Bullseye:
I capture all the fascinating people, products, events, artwork/artists,
places, and things related to Bullseye. BEST. JOB. EVER.
Briefly describe your creative background:
I studied Industrial Design, minored in Studio Art, and have spent my life
playing/dabbling in all kinds of media.
What other memorable jobs did you have before Bullseye?
I was a footwear designer at Nike, sold knives one summer, managed
a couple record stores, and was a writer/photographer for Backlash
Magazine in Seattle.
A little something about your artwork:
I am a huge believer in the power of play. The pattern is inspired by the
Fibonacci sequence and alternates between opal color and clear glass to
show the plate below. They can be stacked into stripes or a plaid pattern.
Three things that inspire you (in art or in life):
1. Nature
2. Travel
3. People

Plaid Stackers
Functional
Sheet glass, fused and slumped
NFS

Heather Deyling
Resource Center Bay Area
Sales Associate
Since 2016

Briefly describe your job at Bullseye:
Stocking, cleaning, miscellaneous tasks.
Briefly describe your creative background:
I have a BFA and MFA in painting. In 2016 I was Artist in Residence at
RCBA, where I focused on translating my drawings into glass. My current
creative practice includes drawing, glass and fiber sculpture/installation.
What other memorable jobs did you have before Bullseye?
Professor of Foundation Studies at the Savannah College of Art and Design.
A little something about your artwork:
In my current body of work, titled “Invented Hybrids”, I create imagined
variations and combinations of flora, fauna and fungal species. The
Invented Hybrids defy identification and exist as separate species. Colors
range from natural to synthetic and artificial combinations occur. The
Invented Hybrids represent an alternative future in which species have
merged to create new life forms, an adaptation required by the changing
conditions of our planet. They coexist in ambiguous spaces and ask
the viewer to consider their origins and the circumstances in which
they developed.

Landscape Plates
Functional
Sheet glass, stringer and frit, fused and slumped
$180

Jacob Denker
Production
Swing Shift Caster
Since 2018

Briefly describe your job at Bullseye:
Manipulating molten glass into flawless sheets.
Briefly describe your creative background:
I started with jewelry and metal working, trying to replicate specific
era styles.
What other memorable jobs did you have before Bullseye?
I was an ambulance driver and investment jewelry caster.
A little something about your artwork:
It’s a lamp and lamp table in one piece, with an illuminating counter top.
Three things that inspire you (in art or in life):
1. Functionality
2. Chaos falling into order and vice versa
3. Quantum physics

Liquing
Functional
Wood, copper, glass, brass, epoxy, resin
$700

Janet Bartholomew
Sales
Resource Center National Manager
Since 1996

Briefly describe your job at Bullseye:
I work with all the amazing Resource Center crew around the country. LA,
Santa Fe, NY, Bay Area, and Portland.
Briefly describe your creative background:
I love materials and handmade processes; these days mostly drawing,
watercolor, and sewing, but I’ve been into everything from paper and
bronze casting to lithography and woodworking.
What other memorable jobs did you have before Bullseye?
The department store dress department during prom season remains
fairly memorable and needless to say, I’m happy I found Bullseye.
A little something about your artwork:
I had little concern for plans or technique here. One dot changes when you
put another next to it and then gets more interesting from there.
Three things that inspire you (in art or in life):
1. Spring, because it keeps happening regardless.
2. Small, simple creatures that do cool things like build webs.
3. Patterns

Untitled
Non-Functional
Kilnformed glass
$600

Jennica Petersen
Resource Center Bay Area
Sales/Studio Instructor
Since 2017

Briefly describe your job at Bullseye:
Helping customers pick their glass and guiding students in how to use it.
Briefly describe your creative background:
A lifelong love of drawing and painting.
What other memorable jobs did you have before Bullseye?
Partner in crime to a friend who is deaf with special needs.
A little something about your artwork:
This piece strives to bring dimensionality to flat illustration.
Three things that inspire you (in art or in life):
1. Color
2. Texture
3. Light

Play Antics
Non-Functional
Sheet glass, powders
$1250

Jeremy Fisher
Maintenance
Mechanical Engineer
Since 2019

Briefly describe your job at Bullseye:
I help support the production crew so they can make glass.
Briefly describe your creative background:
It would be a stretch to call myself an artist, but I do like making things.
What other memorable jobs did you have before Bullseye?
One job I think is interesting is I spent time wood working and
home remodeling.
A little something about your artwork:
This piece was inspired by the heartbeat soundwave on my daughter’s
first ultrasound. The printed wave image of her actual heartbeat was then
transferred by hand to the glass.
Three things that inspire you (in art or in life):
1. Architecture
2. Outdoors
3. Family

Heartbeat
Non-Functional
Sheet glass, walnut wood
NFS

Jett Crieger
Quality Control
QC1
Since 2016

Cold Cuts
Non-Functional
Coldworked and fused glass
NFS

Jo Ann Kemmis
Resource Center Portland
Sales Associate
Since 1995–98, 2016

Briefly describe your job at Bullseye:
Retail glass and glass products sales.
Briefly describe your creative background:
BFA in painting/drawing, University of Montana, Montana State University.
What other memorable jobs did you have before Bullseye?
Gallerina/Art Framing, Art teacher, land person for wind energy
development company.
A little something about your artwork:
I am always amazed at how the properties of glass can change when heat
is applied. The element of surprise is evident in this piece.
Three things that inspire you (in art or in life):
1. My husband Greg
2. The natural world
3. The built world (art & architecture)

Jo Jo’s World
Non-Functional
Fused, sandblasted, and slumped glass
$300

Joy Abedikichi
Sales
Regional Sales Representative
Since 2018

Briefly describe your creative background:
I have always drawn, painted, and enjoyed trying new things. I started
filling sketchbooks when I was eight. I majored in Fine Art. I enjoy making
my environment creative and incorporating expression into my normal life.
What other memorable jobs did you have before Bullseye?
Before college, I was a barista and also worked as concert security. After
graduation, I wore a lot of hats at Pearl River Glass Studio. I helped with
design and sales, was the lead artist for architectural and kilnformed
glass, and managed production. I also worked with set design and sales
for Sports Claymation, a social media content creation company.
A little something about your artwork:
This is a light-hearted series that began during a Michael Dupille
workshop. It has evolved in the last year to include an ongoing series of
moths. At the time of the workshop I worked almost exclusively in large
panels, but I was doing pen drawings of plants and interiors. I used one
of my drawings to test the techniques during the class and the response
to these pieces has been overwhelmingly positive. I started finding Luna
moths in my studio in New Orleans and began to realize the vast beauty
and design inspiration this species has to offer.

An Eclipse
Non-Functional
Kilnformed glass, ColorLine paint
$230

Julie Walker
Resource Center Bay Area
Sales/Studio Instructor
Since 2017

Briefly describe your job at Bullseye:
I teach a lot of the classes offered at RCBA including pattern bar,
vitrigraph cane and murrine, print related classes, and sandblasting
related classes.
Briefly describe your creative background:
My first love was printmaking, but glass has a wonderful way of bringing
together print and sculpture. I’m a notorious dabbler, wanting to try all
the things from bronze casting to working with natural dyes and textiles.
What other memorable jobs did you have before Bullseye?
Screen printing, mixing inks, design, and QC at a custom t-shirt shop in
San Francisco.
A little something about your artwork:
Clusters of bubbles as they form naturally and frozen in glass; Playing with
kaleidoscopic effects and optics; The complex simplicity of geometry.
Three things that inspire you (in art or in life):
1. Romanesco
2. Lenticular printing
3. The Museum of Jurassic Technology

Study of Bubble Clusters; 1. small s-curve, 2. large s-curve, 3. large gentle curve
Non-functional
Glass, powder printing, coldworking
$800 for large, $600 for small

Kaley Finegan
Resource Center New York
Sales/Studio Instructor
Since 2013

Briefly describe your job at Bullseye:
I teach classes and sell materials to customers in Mamaroneck, NY.
Briefly describe your creative background:
I studied ceramics in college and went on to work at craft schools as a
technician. I learned a lot about glass during the five years I worked as a
studio technician at the Pittsburgh Glass Center.
What other memorable jobs did you have before Bullseye?
My first job was working as a dock hand at a yacht club in Connecticut. I
had to wear loafers and carry a walkie talkie.
A little something about your artwork:
This piece is the beginning of a body of sculptural work I am developing.
I am excited to continue experimenting with combining techniques I
have learned from the Research and Education department and inspiring
visiting artists.
Three things that inspire you (in art or in life):
1. Growth and decay
2. Poetry
3. Snow and thunderstorms

Ad Astra
Non-Functional
Kilnformed glass
$387

Karlye Golub
Research and Education
Instructor/Technician
Since 2018

Briefly describe your job at Bullseye:
Instructor/technician, I teach and develop classes.
Briefly describe your creative background:
I have a fine art degree in glass blowing and have worked in the industry
for the last decade.
What other memorable jobs did you have before Bullseye?
The last job I had I made enough pint glasses with a small version of Mt.
Hood in the bottom that if you stacked them on top of each other they
would be almost twice as tall as the actual mountain.
A little something about your artwork:
Sculpted by the complex interplay of interstellar winds, radiation
pressures, magnetic fields and gravity, NGC 3576’s bright arcs of gas and
dark knots of dust mark the visible tip of a dense hydrogen cloud that
spans 1,000 light years. Gorged on an abundance of raw materials, NGC
3576 specializes in supergiant construction: a recent survey revealed at
least 33 massive stars near to completion.

NGC-3576 (5.9 thousand light years)
Non-Functional
Powder drawing
$1850

Kim Sharp
Research and Education
Administrative and Studio Assistant
Since 2017

Drawing with Astyr
Non-Functional
Powder printed glass
$1500

Kristen Koehler
Resource Center Portland
Sales Associate
Since 2018

Briefly describe your job at Bullseye:
I work in the Portland Resource Center where we sell product to glass
artists, help with technical questions, and assist with open studio.
Briefly describe your creative background:
Bachelor’s degree in photography.
What other memorable jobs did you have before Bullseye?
I apprenticed for a glass blower after graduating from college where I
made hundreds of glass pumpkins in all shapes, sizes, and colors. While
I’m not too fond of pumpkin anything now (except maybe the Smashing
Pumpkins), it did introduce me to working with glass. My favorite job I’ve
had besides Bullseye was working at a flower shop and greenhouse.
A little something about your artwork:
The image on my piece was created using a light-sensitive photographic
process called Cyanotype, which has been around since the late 1800s!
To make the print, I laid a palm frond directly onto watercolor paper
coated with Cyanotype solution and exposed it to UV light. I eventually
burned the image onto a screen and screen printed glass powder onto a
sandblasted panel.

Staycation
Non-Functional
Cyanotype print, powder printed on glass.
$300

Kristen Koehler & Dijenaire 7razier
Resource Center Portland
Sales Associates
Since 2018 and 2014

Briefly describe your job at Bullseye:
Selling glass and answering technical questions and loving it!!!!
Briefly describe your creative background:
We’ve never casted before. This is our first casting. We pursued something
that we knew was going to be a challenge. We struggled. But had a blast
doing it and learned a lot.
Three things that inspire you (in art or in life):
1. Monster Energy drinks at 3pm
2. The taco truck on 23rd and Powell
3. Perseverance

The Claw
Non-Functional
Lost wax casting
NFS

Kristen Rawson
Research and Education
Fabricator
Since 2016

Briefly describe your job at Bullseye:
Making fancy things out of glass.
Briefly describe your creative background:
BFA in Sculpture and 25 years glass experience.
What other memorable jobs did you have before Bullseye?
I worked in a glass studio in Seattle making glass headstones.
A little something about your artwork:
Hand-crushed, iridized black glass with a clear base and cap.
Three things that inspire you (in art or in life):
1. Nature
2. Shadows
3. Shiny things

Untitled
Non-Functional
Kilnformed glass
$400

Larisa Palmentere
Production
Production Administrative Assistant
Since 2012

Briefly describe your job at Bullseye:
Glass formulator.
Briefly describe your creative background:
MFA in scuplture.

Untitled Coffee Table
Functional
Glass, wood
NFS

Maria Gracia Cabanilla
Sales
International Sales Representative
Since 1995

Briefly describe your job at Bullseye:
Sales, sales, sales, plus representing Bullseye at certain conferences and
open houses.
Briefly describe your creative background:
I love hand-made things and learning how to make them.
What other memorable jobs did you have before Bullseye?
I have been with Bullseye so long that all the memorable stories involve it.
A little something about your artwork:
Personally, these last few months have been very busy with conversations
about college planning, SATs, forecasting, and guiding our son to start
making plans for his future. It’s an exciting time, yet I can’t help feeling
nostalgic about the past. I love this picture of Aidan which Geno took at
Overlook Park in 2002—right before he started to walk.
Three things that inspire you (in art or in life):
1. Nature
2. Family & love
3. A good story

13-months
Non-Functional
Decal transfer, glass powder, and layering into a thick block
Collaborator: Silvia Levenson
NFS

Matt Ellis
Research and Education
Lead Technician
Since 2015

Briefly describe your job at Bullseye:
I work with the R&E team to run large scale projects through the CNC,
maintain equipment, run the testing office for production, and help with
customer issues. I often work with QC as well, to see how our glass is
performing in different firing conditions and to approve new styles.
Briefly describe your creative background:
After getting a BFA in photography, I ran an artist collective with
letterpress, printmaking, ceramics, clothing design, aromatherapy,
darkroom printing, and audio mixing while working in the Bullseye factory.
What other memorable jobs did you have before Bullseye?
I drove an ice cream truck for a summer, hocking snow cones and choco tacos!
A little something about your artwork:
My work comes from a sort of voyeurism. I freeze objects and moments
that happen quickly.
Three things that inspire you (in art or in life):
1. Found objects
2. Natural patterns and variations
3. Bodies of all shapes, sizes, and gender expressions

Him
Non-Functional
Lifecasting
$2500

Michele Gotfredson
Resource Center New York
Manager
Since 2013

Briefly describe your job at Bullseye:
I work in a colorful and creative environment, educating people about the
infinite possibilities of glass, inspiring them to buy the goods!
Briefly describe your creative background:
I’ve been making art ever since I could pick up a pencil.
What other memorable jobs did you have before Bullseye?
I managed an independent kitchen store in Boston and worked on a home
makeover show—both very memorable!
A little something about your artwork:
I love the variation of metallics you get when firing 1015 Alchemy glass
+ silver foil with different colors. I find it so beautiful and elegant. I like
the idea of making something that looks both antique and modern at the
same time.
Three things that inspire you (in art or in life):
1. Music
2. Textile Design
3. Nature

Geometric Channel Plate
Functional
Coldworked glass, silver foil
$450

Minna Shirley
Sales
Sales Administrator
Since 2006

Briefly describe your job at Bullseye:
Data, people, and sandwich wrangling.
Briefly describe your creative background:
I will art if given a deadline.
What other memorable jobs did you have before Bullseye?
I’ve worked with all manner of nerd from meteorologists to cookie engineers.
A little something about your artwork:
Daily rituals including tidy mise en place became a comfort over the
last few troubling years; but there is a fine line between the careful
attention of self-care and the deleterious effects of burying yourself in
obsessive-compulsiveness. The rituals become the spells we weave to
trap ourselves.
Three things that inspire you (in art or in life):
1. Deadlines
2. Puns
3. Gallows humor

mise(ry) en place
Functional
Glass and stencils, an increasingly troubling Google search history
$150

Patrick Tubbs
Production
Frit Warehouse/Tekta Caster
Since 2017

Briefly describe your job at Bullseye:
Casting the large Tekta sheets and preparing glass to be crushed into Frit.
Briefly describe your creative background:
Drawing, painting, stuff like that.
What other memorable jobs did you have before Bullseye?
I started working with glass at Uroboros. It’s where I got into fused glass
as a medium.
A little something about your artwork:
I made a bowl!
Three things that inspire you (in art or in life):
1. Coral
2. Slime molds
3. Grahm

It’s A Bowl
Functional
Fused frit and sheet glass in a bowl
$350

Robbie Boyce
Resource Center Portland
Sales Associate
Since 2019

Briefly describe your job at Bullseye:
Sell Bullseye products to glass artists.
Briefly describe your creative background:
A former student of design/marketing, now I focus on natural materials
(wood, stone, etc.).
What other memorable jobs did you have before Bullseye?
I used to be part owner of a beer bar, which was sold last year.
A little something about your artwork:
I’m very fortunate to be part of an incredibly creative and supportive
group here at Bullseye. I wanted to attempt a project that challenged my
limited fusing knowledge so I could share what I learned with the people
that have already taught me so much.
Three things that inspire you (in art or in life):
1. Architecture
2. Nature
3. Failure

Giant Steps
Non-Functional
Kilnformed layers, stacked/formed into solid block
NFS

Ryan Sharpe
Production
Melter
Since 2009

Untitled
Non-Functional
NFS

Sara Buxton
Resource Center Portland
Sales Associate
Since 2009

A little something about your artwork:
As an adoptive, foster, and biological mom I’m no stranger to attachment,
loss, and trauma. I am here: waiting for the transition of a child out of our
home—her tenth home in just over two years. Each broken attachment
adds to her loss. Loss, grief, and relief mix together for the family she
leaves. To decide to move a child…how do I describe it? Decisions made
here in this broken place are heavy, complicated, and deeply nuanced.
I am here: waiting for the coming grief, brokenness, loss…and relief.
Nervously waiting for the cut and longing for the blood to rush to the
surface and form a healing scar. There is a sickening shortage of foster
homes in our city which means case workers usually place children in
homes that are simply available. They don’t have the luxury of being
selective about which home best meets a child’s unique needs. So,
children are left to bounce and families who weren’t the right fit are left
to fight shame and guilt while we wrestle with our best not being enough.
You are here: watching the fall out.
Three things that inspire you (in art or in life):
1. Walking through raw, messy places to be a vessel for healing in deeply
hurting people.
2. The beauty in the smell of that lilac bush, the sound of their laughter,
and dog snuggles.
3. Tacos and Mexican Coke

You are Here
Non-Functional
$1000

Sarah Milliron
Resource Center Portland
Sales Associate
Since 2014

Beauty In the Breakdown
Non-Functional
Powder wafers
$500

Sean Cox
Production
Caster
Since 2018

Briefly describe your job at Bullseye:
Making sweet, sweet glass sheets.
Briefly describe your creative background:
Glass blower, woodworker, painter, metal and glass sculptor.
What other memorable jobs did you have before Bullseye?
Ski instructor, cave/zipline guide, bike mechanic, biodegradable
plastic manufacturer.
A little something about your artwork:
Finding beauty in randomness.
Three things that inspire you (in art or in life):
1. Music
2. Manufacturing processes
3. Nature

Nonsense
Non-Functional
Trash glass
$350

Shane Barnum
Production
Caster
Since 2018

Briefly describe your job at Bullseye:
We work to gather a molten material from multiple furnaces and
repeatedly gather, toss, flip, stab, pour, carry, and spread to create a
significant sheet of glass.
Briefly describe your creative background:
I always enjoyed art from a young age, creating and using imagination to
make something from nothing. I always found I liked using my hands—
machine work, welding, cooking. I fell into lampworking/torchworking
in early 2016. I found glass fascinating, a getaway, and a way to express
myself by creating a piece of art.
What other memorable jobs did you have before Bullseye?
I’ve always been in and around kitchens. When I was 16, I worked at a
catering company at Intel and at 18 I worked into an apprentice General
Manager position at Chipotle. From there, I found myself working with
metal, machines, and glass, landing at Bullseye.
A little something about your artwork:
I gained huge inspiration for this piece from an artist named Ian
Chadwick. Stumbling upon his glass had me obsessing over the patterns,
styles, and techniques in his art pieces and I fell in love.

Untitled
Non-Functional
Stringer, frit
$300

Shaun Biggert
Production
Rumpelstiltskin
Since 2012

Briefly describe your job at Bullseye:
I listen to music too loud and curse at glass.
Briefly describe your creative background:
I received my creative gifts from a man in black at the crossroads of US61
and US 49 in Clarksdale, Mississippi in the early 1930s.
What other memorable jobs did you have before Bullseye?
I repossessed double-wides throughout Oklahoma and Texas with my father.
A little something about your artwork:
I collect concert posters so I wanted to try and make something in that
vein, but slightly more interesting than a flat image. Shout out to Sarah,
Zac, and Dijenaire for allowing me to procrastinate to the last minute.
Three things that inspire you (in art or in life):
1. Doom
2. Horror
3. I’m pretty stoked on being alive during the time when we get to see the
first actual pictures of black holes.

The Taste of Butter
Non-Functional
Powder printed glass sheets with enamel, stained pallet wood, mistakes
Contact artist for price

Skyler McCaughey
Bullseye Studio
Fabricator
Since 2016

For Gabrielle
Non-Functional
Fusible glass, brass hardware, vinyl tubing
$1800

Steve Lechleiter
Production
Batchroom Supervisor
Since 2009

What other memorable jobs did you have before Bullseye?
Production Manager at Gamblin Artist Colors
Three things that inspire you (in art or in life):
1. My Kids
2. Steve Immerman

Ocean
Functional
NFS

Ted Sawyer
Research and Education
Director
Since 1997

POV
Non-Functional
Kiln glass
$1500

Todd Beaty
Production
Casting Supervisor
Since 2009

Briefly describe your job at Bullseye:
I teach the art of casting.
Briefly describe your creative background:
I’ve been making messes since I can remember; digging holes in the back
yard deep enough to bust a pipe and then utilizing my abundant water
source to make mud pies in the garden. I’ve caused a few grey hairs in my
day, but my imagination has never been a place that’s neat and tidy.
Three things that inspire you (in art or in life):
1. Sewing needles
2. Riverbed erosion
3. Topographical maps

Dig site
Functional
Kilnformed glass
$300

Todd Beaty & Grahm Depouw
Production
Casters
Since 2009 and 2015

Briefly describe your job at Bullseye:
We help breathe life into the sheets.
Three things that inspire you (in art or in life):
1. The elasticity of cartilage
2. Claws as multifunctional tools
3. Fending off the darkness

Fin and Claw Lantern
Functional
Kilnformed glass and steel
$2800

